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This paper examines the openshop problem with machine dependent processing times. Two objectives 
are considered; minimizing the rraximal completion (makespan), and minimizing the mean flow time. 
For this problem with the makespan criteria and the number of jobs greater or equai to the number of 
machines we present an O(m) optimal algorithm and prove that the same problem with the number of 
jobs less than the number of machines but greater or equal three is NP-hard. We also present an O(n) 
optimal algorithm for this problem with mean flow time criteria but two machines only, and for a 
special case with nr machines describe an optimal O(nm) algorithm. The three machine openshop 
problem with machine dependent processing times and mean flow time criteria remains open. 
1. Introduction 
An openshop machine scheduling problem is defined as follows: Given a finite 
set J= (J,, J2, . . . . J,) of n jobs to be processed on the set M= (M,, M2, . . . , M,) of 
m machines. Job Ji, i= 1, . . . , n consists of m operations (Oils 0i2, . . . , Oi,,,)* Opera- 
tion Oij has a processing requirement of ptirO implying that the job Ji has to 
be processed (uninterrupted if preemption is not allowed) for pii time units on 
machine Mj. In an openshop, the order in which the operations of a job are 
processed is immaterial. For the sake of compieteness we define a flowshop and a 
permutation flowshop. Fn a flowshop the machines are ordered and processing of 
the operation O,, I IT”. A:, s t grt only after the operation Oii has been completed. A 
permutation fl c*lrshop I!., a 3owshop where all the machines process the jobs in the 
same order. 
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Common constraints on most machine scheduling problems are that two oper- 
ations of the same job cannot be processed at the same time aud that a machine 
cannot process more than one job at a time. 
A machine schedule specifies the order and time each job Ji (each operation 0~) 
i=l , . . . , n is processed on each machine iU’, j= 1, . . . , m while satisfying the 
scheduling constraints. A completion time Ci for job Ji in a given job schedule is 
the sum of its processing times ( Cy’_, pij) plus all the idle time before th? start of 
its processing on the last machine. (We assume that all the jobs are available at time 
0.) A makespan problem is that of determining a job schedule which minimizes the 
maximal completion time for the set J. A mean flow time problem ic the protllem 
of determining a machine scheduie which minimizes the sum of completion times. 
Following the three field notation (Y( PI y from Graham et al. [9] we denote by 
O/C,, an openshop problem with the objective of minimizing the maximal 
completion time. The problem 0 1 pij = 11 Cmas denotes the openshop makespan 
problem with equal processing times for all jobs on all machines. In terms of 
complexity classificat&t (see Garey and Johnson [7] for definition of terms and a 
detailed discussion), for many variants of the openshop machine scheduling prob- 
lem, the issue as to whether a given problem is NP-hard or “belongs” to P, has 
been settled. We review this classification for a number of openshop problems, in 
order to provide an appropriate perspective for the problems examined in this 
paper. For a more recent survey of scheduling theory see [6]. Most of the complexity 
results which we cite are taken from [9,1,3,2, lo]. We start with the simplest of the 
openshop problems 02 11 Cmax (two machine makespan). Thts problem can be 
solved in linear time, i.e., O(n) complexity. This result, however, cannot be 
extended, and already 03 11 Cmax is an NP-hard piaoblem. The problems 02 1 rj I Cmax, 
02 I tree IGas, and 0 II CmaX are all NP-hard in the strong sense (r,; denotes release 
time for Jj, tree denotes precedence relation in stt J). When the objective function 
is mean flow time, even the two machine case is NP-hard in the strong sense 
(02 jl C Ci 5 and also F2 /I C Ci). In the case of the unit time processing requirements 
for each job on each machine, Adiri and Amit [3] describe efficient O(mn) algo- 
rithms for the 0 I pii = 1 I Cmas and 0 / pij = 1 1 C Ci problems. In an article by Adiri 
and Aizikowitz [2] the analysis of the openshop is extended to the case of dominated 
machines, and a number of new complexity results are presented, including an O(n) 
algorithm for the 03 1 dominated machine 1 Cnlas problem. 
2. Machine dependent openshop scheduling: makespan 
In this paper we first examine the makespan openshop problem with machine 
dependent processing times, i.e., pij =pj for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m. In this case 
we assume that p1 z-p2 3 l zplri _ For t? 2 tn we present an O(mn) optimal algorithm 
similar but not the same as in [3]. For nz 3, n < m, we prove that this problem is 
NP-hard and for 0 / pij = pj, n = 2, m > 2 1 Cmax we present an optimal O(m) algo- 
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rithm. Following Adiri and Hefetz [43 these results further delineate the borderline 
complexity for the openshop and can be used in conjunction with group technology 
concepts to construct heuristic schedules [S]. 
Optimal “rotation schedule” for 0 1 pij =pj, n 2 t?z 1 C,,,,, . 
Algorithm 2.1. Schedule all the jobs on M, in order. On machine Mj (2sjsm) 
start with job j in order ti!l iob n, then jobs 1 till j- 1 in order. 
Optimality of Algorithm 2.1 is obvious, since the lower bound on Crnas is 
obtained on Ml. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(mn). 
Next, we prove a counterintuitive result , that if the number of machines 111 is 
greater than the number of jobs in the system, btit the number of jobs is at lea$t 
three, the above makespan problem is NP-hard. 
Theorem 2.2. The problem 0 1 pij=pj, nr 3, n<m 1 Cmax is IW hard. 
Proof. Examine the special case n = 3 and n< m. We first state that this problem 
is equivalent o 03 1 pij=pi 1 C,,,,, (pii=pi implies that a job requires an identical 
processing time on each machine) where the number of jobs is greater than tne 
number of machines. 
We view each job in the 0 1 pij=pj I Cmax problem as if it were a “machine” and 
each machine as if it were a “job” which requires processing on each of the cor- 
responding “machines”. Thus, we obtain an equivalent problem of 0 1 pi, = 
Pi I Cmax and in particular 0 I pii=pj, n = 3, nl> 3 I CmaY is equivalent o 03 I pu = pi9 
n>mKll,x* 
In proving that 03 I pij =pi 9 n > m j Cmax is NP-hard we make use of the following 
NP-complete problem PARTITION. A multiset S = (a,, . . . )a,] is said to have a 
partition if there exists a subset UC (1,2, ...9n} such that 
2 ai = B where C ai = 2B. 
icL( a,fzS 
The PARTITION problem is that of determining for an arbitrary multiset S whether 
it has a partition. The ai may be assumed integer. 
We prove that if our 03 Ipij=pi I Cmax is polynomially solvable, then so is 
PARTITION. 
From the PARTITION problem for S= (a,,az, . . ..a.,; construct the following 
instance of the openshop problem with n + 1 jobs, m = 3 machines and pti =p; for 
1 I ic n + 1 9 15 jl3. The processing times pi are defined as follows: pi = ai 9 15 is n 
and p,,+ , = B. Now we show that the above openshop problem has a schedule with 
Cmas =T 3B iff S h as a partition. (This part is very similar to that in [8, Lemma 4 l].) 
(a) If S has a partition U, then there is a schedule with Cma,= 3B. Such a 
schedule is shown in Fig. 1. 
(b) If S has no partition, then all schedu’les for our openshop problem must have 
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Fig. 1. Optimal schedule when ‘3 has a partition. 
a completion time greater than 38. This is shown by contradiction. Assume that 
there is a schedule for the openshop problem with Cmak = 3B. Since no job earl be 
processed simultaneously on two machines, the job J,, + l has to be processed at all 
times. Given that the schedule is nonpreemptive, there must be a machine Mj on 
which the job J,!+ l starts processing at time B and is completed at time 2B. Since 
we assume that Cmax = 3B, on machine Mj a subset of jobs has to be processed 
between 0 and time B and the rest of the jobs are processed from 2B till 3B on Mj. 
But this would constitute a partition for S. 
Clearly, ~123, thus the number of jobs in the 03 / pij=pi 1 Cmax problem is 
24. q 
Theorem 2.2 was stated in terms of machine dependent processing times with 
number of jobs less than the number of machines but greater than two. In the 
process of proving that the problem 0 / pij=pj, n 2 3, n < m 1 Cmas is NP-hard wt: 
also proved that 03 I pij=pi, n > m I Cmax is NP-hard. 
To complete this complexity analysis we note that 0 I pij=pj, n = 2, n < m I C,,,,, 
can be solved in O(M) time, since the equivalent problem 02 1 pij=pi I Cmas is a 
special case of 02 iI Cmak which is solvable in O(n) time [$I. 
3. Machine dependent openshtq scheduling: mean flow time 
The next problem we examine is that of minimizing the sum of completion times 
in a two machine openshop with machine dependent processing times 02 I pij= 
pj I C Ci. We note that the general two machine case (02 II C Ci) was proven to be 
I C C’i problem, Adiri NP-hard by Achugbue and Chin El], and for the 0 I pij= 1 
and Amit [3] presented an optimal O(mn) algorithm. 
We first observe that in case p1 L: 2p, we can construct an optimal schedule (see 
Fig. 2. Schedule according to Algorithm 3.1 with m = 3. 
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Algorithm 3.. i below) in O(n) time and extend it to a special case with m~3 in 
O(mn) time where 
111 I?1 
pi 1 2p2 > 2p, I l .* I 2p,,, and p1 L c pi (equivalently p2 1 c pi). 
i=2 i=3 
Algorithm 3.1. Schedule continuously job J1 on M,, M,, . . . , M,,,. Schedule continu- 
ously Ji, 2skn on M2, . . . . M,,, and then on Ml. All schedules are left adjusted on 
Mi, i= 1, . . . . m (i.e., the jobs start as soon as possible). 
Claim 3.2. For the problem 0 1 po = pj, ~12 2~2 12~3 L l =2p,,, , C y= 2 p,- 5~1, 
1 1 Ci, Algorithm 3. I constructs an optirral schedde. 
Proof. Job JI is completed in C1 = Cyl, pi. JobJiiscompletedinCi-ip,,2<irn. 
Clearly no better schedule is possible (see Fig. 2). 0 
We extend the result obtained in Claim 3.2 to the two machine case where :he 
processing time on machine M, is greater than that on M2 but less than two times 
the processing time on Mz (i.e., p2<pI < 2~~). We present an optimal O(M) 
algorithm for this case, thus, completing the proof that the decision version of the 
mean flow time two machine openshop problem with machine dependent processing 
times belongs to P. b 
Following a comment by Kubiak we assume that the input for 
021Pij=Pj, P2<Plc2P21 i ci 
i= I 
is represented as a list of n pairs (p,, p2), one for each job which takes O(n (log pl + 
log p2)) bits. 
Theorem 3.3. The problem 02 1 pij =pj, p2 <pl c 2~2 1 C Ci can be solved optimah’y 
in O(n) time. 
Proof. Initially assume a large number of jobs. 
Algorithm 3.4. Machines M, and M2 are operating continuously with no idle time 
for periods np, and np2 respectively. 
Start with machine MI and job Ji. Assign an uncompleted job with the lowest 
Fig. 3. Schedule according to Aigorithrn 3.4 (172 = (~/%PI ). 
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Fig. 4. Schedute produced by Algorithm 3.4 for pz = (41’5)~~. 
index on the first free machine, given that it requires processing on that machine. 
Continue until all jobs are completed (see Fig. 3). 
In order to simplify the proof 
problem into two cases. 
C0se 1: p2/p, 5 WI. 
Algorithm 3.4 produces the 
i= I, . . . . n. The lower bound on 
for optimality of Algorithm 3.4 we partition the 
following completion times: C1 = 3p,, Ci = ip, , 
total completion times is given by the following 
comp]etio>n times: C, =pr +pz, _Ci = ipr, i = 2, . . . , n. Subsequently, we need to ex- 
amine only the completion time for the job J1 which is greater at most by ~112 than 
its lower bound. 
Reducing rhe completion time of job J1 to its lower bound would introduce an 
idle time on machine A& of p2/3, but more important, it would delay the com- 
pletion time of job +& from 3p, to 4p,, thus adding ~212 to the total completion 
time obtained by Algorithm 3.4. 
Case 2: p2>(3/4)p, (note that since pl, pz are assumed integers, pI -p2 is an in- 
teger 1 I). 
First we note (without a proof) that for any large but finite p1 and ~2, such that 
p, =p2 + 1, the solution obtained by Algorithm 3.4 is superior, for sufficiently large 
n, to the schedule (Adiri and Amit [3]) which assumes equal pI and ~2. However, 
for a small n, the schedule produced by the algorithm of Adiri and Amit pretending 
pI =p2 might have a total completion time smaller than that produced by Algo- 
rithm 3.4. Let’s first examine (for large nj the schedule produced by Algorithm 3.4 
for p2 = (31’4)~~ + e, given E >0 and such that pl -p2 L I and integer. This integrality 
of pl, p2 imposes a lower bound on the value of E in terms ofp2 (or pl). Using sim- 
ple arithmetic we get t: 1 (pz - 3)/4 and for any k such that k>4p2/(p2-3) we get 
the completion times Ck = kp, , r4pz/(p2 - 3)1 I kc n (it is the lower bound on 
completion time). For i< r4p2/(p2 - 3)7 the completion times for jobs J,, 92, . . . , Ji, 
rewctivek are: 3~2, 2~1, 3~~) jpl, 6~2, 6~1 9 8~~) 9~2, 9~1 9 11~1 9 12~2, 12~1 9 
14p,, 15p,, etc. with this repeating pattern until Cj. Let us assume that pz= 
(415)~~ and prove the optimality of Algorithm 3.4 for that case. A similar proof 
can be constructed for any other specific ratio 1 >p2/p, > 314. 
Fig. 5. Schedule produced by completing job Jt as soon as possible. 
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Fig. 6. Schedule produced by completing job J., as soon as possible. 
Given p2 = (419~1, Algorithm 3.4 gives the following completion times for jobs 
J,, J2, l ... JR, respectively: 3pz, 2p,, 3~1, 5p,, 6~2 and ip, for i= 6,7, . . . , n (see 
Fig. 4). 
When comparing the completion times in the above schedule with the lower 
bounds on the completion time for each job, we find two jobs J,, J4, completed 
late and job J5 completed earlier. We examine in turn three schedules which 
manipulate the completion times of the “late” jobs. Those three candidate schedules 
dominate any other potential schedules. 
In the Cirst schedule, we move the completion time of job J, to its lower ‘Jound 
but then retain the schedule obtained by Algorithm 3.4 (see Fig. 5). 
The difference in total completion time between the above schedule and that of 
Algorithm 3.4 is (6/S&, . 
The second schedule attempts to complete job J4 as soon as possible in the 
original schedule (see Fig. 6). 
It is clear from the above schedule that the difference in total completion time 
between the above schedule and the original schedule increases with n. 
The third schedule xamined attempts to complete all the jobs at their -*espective 
lower bound on completion time except job J, which is completed on mschine MI 
at kpl such that k(pt -p2) =p2 which in case of p2 = (415)~~ gives k= 4 (: ee Fig. 7). 
The difference in the total completion t;me between the above schedule and that 
of Algorithm 3.4 is (415)~~. 
As we noted before, for small n, Algorithm 3.4 does not necessarily *Jroduce the 
optimal schedule, but for n such that (n - l)/nzp2/pI we proved tha,. it does. In 
the case of a small number of jobs (which in the extreme case implk. n-Q,) one 
can simply test a number of candidate schedules. •l 
Open problem. 03 1 pu =pj 1 C Ci. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we examined the openshop scheduling problem with machine depen- 
Fig. 7. Schedule produced when completing Job JI on machine ,kfz at 4~1. 
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dent processing times focussing on two criterias: the makespan and the mean flow 
time. For the makespan criterion with number of jobs equal or greater than the 
number of machines, we provided two optimal O(rllrr) algorithms very similar to the 
algorithms by Adiri and Amit [3] for the unit processing time case. In addition, 
we have proven that the problem 0 1 pu=Pj, no 3, n< m 1 Cmax is NP-hard by 
reduction from PARTITION. This result is counterintuitive and further delineates 
the border between P- and NP-complete problems. As a by-product we have also 
proven that the 03 1 pij=pj, n XII 1 Cm,, p roblem is NP-hard since the problem 
021pu=pj, n>mlC,,,, is solvable in O(n) time (as a special case of 021 C,,,) we 
have proven that its equivalent problem of 0 1 pij=pj, n = 2, n < m 1 Cnlax can be 
solved in O(m) time. For the mean flow time criterion we have extended the present 
complexity classification for these problems by proving that: 
(a) the problem Ojpo=pj, p,12pzr2p31.‘.12p,,,, CyLzpi~p, I I:=, Ci can 
be solbed optimally in O(mn) time, 
(b) the two machine problem 02 / pij=pj i C:‘__, Ci can be solved optimally in 
O(n) time (Claim 3.2 adld Theorem 3.3). For both of these cases. the appropriate op- 
t imal algorithms are described. 
We conclude the paper by stating an open problem which requires further 
research. 
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